Today's News - Tuesday, October 4, 2016

• ArcSpace brings us Wells' take on BIG's Urban Rigger - shipping containers as student housing now floating in Copenhagen's harbor: "an original, joyful, and genuinely functional project."
• Kimmelman pens an eloquent intro to Chakrabarti's explanation of his plan to repurpose Madison Square Garden for a functional (and uplifting!) Penn Station (now there's a thought).
• Giovannini talks to Schumacher re: "building Haddi's bold afterlife" and her still-spectacular "posthumous career" ("There are headwinds").
• Wainwright introduces a new Guardian Cities series focusing on the global problem of gentrification: "It's time we found a better solution." + Gentrification and regeneration reports from around the world (even Hollywood).
• White's witty - but serious - take on the Edmonton vs. Calgary design wars and their architectural swaggering that's well worth watching, but both cities still have "to contend with a whole lot of ugly."
• Architects in Birmingham, U.K., "predict a work surge" from a £2bn deal with a Chinese developer, but they're also wary of the risks.
• Saffron minces no words about what she thinks of two city council members: "Here come the suburbanizers" who propose turning Philly's "tight rowhouse blocks into a 21st-century crabgrass frontier."
• Edelson parses the future of micro-living: does it offer "new, sorely needed housing options or a raw deal? California may offer some insight."
• Bernstein talks to Susan Eisenhowser about what moved the family to accept going forward with Gehry's Eisenhowser Memorial: it was "a compromise that makes us very happy" (but Shubow remains unconvinced).
• Researchers take a close look at the new technology on show in Foster's Masdar City: though "there is still room for improvement," it should still inspire other cities to "become more robust, resilient and sustainable in the face of global challenges."
• Stinson delves into how some of the "world's coolest buildings begin as the world's coolest models" (very cool).
• Bettini introduces a new Guardian Cities series focusing on the global problem of gentrification: "It's time we found a better solution." + Gentrification and regeneration reports from around the world (even Hollywood).
• Three winners named in the National Science and Innovation Centre of Lithuania (a.k.a. Science Island) competition.
• Hadid and BIG are among the six worthy winners of the 2016 Aga Khan Award for Architecture (great presentations).
• Plan to spend time with AIA's 2016 I Look Up Film Challenge winners!
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• Call for entries: Toronto's Winter Stations 2017 International Design Competition + Nka Foundation 2017 Land Art Competition for 20 public art proposals for the Abetenim Arts Village in Ghana.
Former Secretary of State Negotiates Compromise to Move Frank Gehry’s Eisenhower Memorial Forward: Susan Eisenhower and her three siblings agreed to retain the centerpiece...to which they had once objected: a 440-foot wide stainless steel tapestry. But it will now feature...the D-Day landing sites in Normandy, France, as they appear today...“a compromise that makes us very happy.” By Fred A. Bernstein -- Justin Shubow/National Civic Art Society - Architectural Record

Welcome to Masdar City: the ultimate experiment in sustainable urban living: As part of a recent study, my colleagues and I took a closer look at the new technology on show...Here’s what we found...Despite Masdar’s many successes, there is still room for improvement...[it] will continue to provide other cities...with inspiration to help them become more robust, resilient and sustainable in the face of global challenges. By Susan Lee -- Foster + Partners - The Conversation

The World’s Coolest Buildings Begin as the World’s Coolest Models: Translating an architect’s grand vision into a table-top model is more technically challenging than you might expect: “We try to make the models look better than the building ever will!”...The tradeoff...is that it’s hard to shake the habit of seeing in miniature. By Liz Stinson -- Scott Harrington/Model Shop [images] - Wired

2016 Aga Khan Award for Architecture recipients announced: Awards identify and encourage building concepts that successfully addressed the needs and aspirations of communities in which Muslims have a significant presence. -- Marina Tabassum; Kashref Mahboob Chowdhury/RURANA; ZAO/standardarchitecture/Zhang Ke; BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group/Topotek 1/Superflex; Diba Tensile Architecture/Letla Araghian/Aleza Behzadi; Zaha Hadid Architects [images] - Aga Khan Development Network

Three Winners of the Science Island International Design Contest Announced: €25M National Science and Innovation Centre of Lithuania in Kaunas...anticipates construction will begin in 2017... -- SMAR Architecture Studio (Australia & Spain); SimpsonHaugh and Partners (United Kingdom); Donghua Chen Studio (China) [images] - Malcolm Reading Consultants / Kaunas City Municipality

Inclusive design wins big in 2016 I Look Up Film Challenge: AIA announced three top-prize winners during the Architecture and Design Film Festival in New York. Participants only had a month to team up, find a story, and create a short film that responded to the open-ended prompt of “demonstrating architecture as a solution.” -- “ARCH 335: Rebuilding Medcamps”; “20x10”; “Build Back Better” [videos] - Bustler

Call for entries: Winter Stations 2017 International Design Competition: “Catalyst”: temporary public art installations & lifeguard stands for Toronto’s The Beaches; no entry fee; honorarium + travel and accommodation allowance; deadline: November 4 - Winter Stations (Toronto, Canada)

Call for entries: Nka Foundation's 2017 Land Art Competition (international): 20 large-scale, site-specific public art proposals will be selected to become a part of the Abetenim Arts Village in Ghana; cash prizes; registration deadline: January 31, 2017 (submissions due February 15, 2017) - Nka Foundation

ANN feature: Call for Entries: Green Skyline - Country Garden - Forest City Landmark Architecture International Design Competition: Seeking a green skyline for a new and sustainable smart city in Malaysia. Registration deadline: October 15 - ArchNewsNow.com
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